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Description
Advanced Twin SIM Adaptor from Mobile Fun, is a revolutionary twin SIM adaptor that lets you swap
between 2 different SIM* cards through your phone's own menu!
Enjoy the freedom of two mobile numbers in one handset! Now you can take advantage of different networks
offers allowing you the freedom of both contract & pay as you go deals with only one handset. This product
is a must for any user who has two numbers. Separate your work and personal calls, with support for
separate sets of contacts on each SIM* card or share your phone book between both
How it works:
Modern phones support SAT (SIM Application Toolkit), which allows users access to SIM* card functions. The
Advanced Twin SIM Adapter uses the option on your phone to create a new menu which allows you to choose
which SIM* card you'd like to use. Once you've made your choice, it swaps between them automatically.

How to use:
Method 1:
•
•
•

Use the Twin SIM cutting tool (available here) accurately trim each SIM card to the correct size
Slide each trimmed SIM card into the spaces on the Advanced Twin SIM adapter and slide on the
metal cover.
Slot into your phones's SIM card holder and use.

Method 2:
•
•
•
•

Apply the template stick to the back of each SIM card.
Cut around the lined markings on the template, making sure to follow them precisely.
Slide each trimmed SIM card into the spaces on the Advanced Twin SIM adapter and slide on the
metal cover.
Slot into your phones's SIM card holder and use.

Each pack also includes 2 replacement SIM adapters, allowing you to use your SIM card to fit into phones
normally.

* Not for use with 3G (USIM) cards.
Inserting the Advanced Twin SIM Adaptor can be tricky on some phones. Phones with plastic SIM gates
should have the gate removed before insertion or removal. Some phones may require a tool to extract the
Advanced Twin SIM Adaptor from the phone.
NOTE: Mobile Fun will not be held responsible for any damage caused due to the cutting of SIM cards or
damage caused to handsets from insertion or extraction of the device. Contact your network provider if a
new SIM card is required. Handsets must have no network restrictions (unlocked) in order to operate with all
UK 2G/GSM SIM cards.
This product is compatible with:
HTC: S310 ,MTeoR
i-mate: JAM, JAMin, JASJAR, K-JAM, SP JAS, SP5, SP5m, SPL
Motorola: A780, E550, KRZR K1, L2, L6, PEBL U6, RAZR maxx, RAZR V3, RIZR, SLVR L7, V300, V360, V3i,
V500, V525, V545, V547, V550, V600, V620, V635
Nokia: 1100, 1101, 1110, 2600, 2610, 3230, 3250, 3310, 5140, 5140i, 6021, 6060, 6111, 6125, 6131,
6151, 6230, 6230i, 6260, 6310i, 6670, 7270, 7360, 7370, 7373, 7390, 7610, 7710, 8310, 8910i, 9300,
9300i, 9500, N-Gage QD
O2: XDA Exec, XDA IQ, XDA Mini S
Orange: M3000, M500, M5000, SPV C100, SPV C700, SPV M600
Qtek: 8100, 8300, 8310, 9000, 9100, 9600, S100, S110, S200
Samsung: D520, D800, D820, E900, P300, P310, X820, Z400
Siemens: A57, SF65
Sony Ericsson: K310i, K510i, K750i, P900, P910i, W800i
T-Mobile: MDA Compact, MDA Compact II, MDA Vario
Vodafone: v1640, VPA Compact

Empty Card 10in1 for SimDoctor.SimMax allows to store up to 10 cards into this
special one. Advantage of cards for SimDoctor/SimMax is that they allows to erase
written records (numbers) and write new one up to 10000 times !

Empty GSM card 8in1- now you can store up to 8 cards into 1 without any problem !
This cards works on SIMBackUp and SImMaster 3 reader.

SIM Back-Up Device 2x - clone or back up, up to 4 SIM cards to 1, using our device !

SIM MAX 12 in 1 SIM Card are MultiSIM Reader/Writer with advanced system STK
which can combine 12 most frequently used mobile numbers (SIMCards) from different
areas, countries or different networks numbers in just one SIM card. A smart design of
this MultiSIM can now solve problems for people who own several mobile numbers and
always wonder which one to bring when they go out. With this MultiSIM card, you can
combine all your mobile numbers in this MultiSIM card. The operating process is very
easy, with the software and the manual provided, you will be able to operate it and switch
it to the number or network that you wish. This way, the problem of changing sim cards
and paying large amount of phone bill will both be avoided. You are further able to
download and edit your SIM card's phone book and SMS messages, change the PIN
code of your card and do other useful functions.The SIM DOCTOR package contains one
MultiSIM which can store up to 10 numbers ( from the same or different networks) as well
as the serial port SIM card read/writer and software. Only in our company you will find
USB version which is 1,5x faster and 2x smaller that other types of such devices !

SIM Master Device R/W - great edit SIM device with original software !

